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ABSTRACT

Adaptive uniformization (AU) has recently been proposed as a method to compute transient

measures in continuous-time Markov chains and has been shown to be especially attractive

for solving large and sti� dependability models. The major advantage of AU is that it

requires at most as many iterations as standard uniformization (SU), and often far fewer,

thus resulting in substantial computational savings. However, this computational gain

can be o�set by the need to compute more complex \jump probabilities" in AU, whose

computation is more expensive than computing Poisson probabilities in SU. In particular,

it can be shown that AU is computationally superior to SU if and only if the considered time

instant is less than some threshold time value. To overcome this drawback, we combine AU

and SU such that AU is used over the start of the time interval of interest, while SU is applied

to the rest of the time interval. We show that combined AU/SU can be implemented in such

a way that the combination introduces only minor computational overhead, the number of

iterations required is almost as low as AU, and the cost of computing the jump probabilities

�This work was carried out when Aad van Moorsel was with the University of Illinois, at Urbana-

Champaign.



is as low as SU. Furthermore, combined AU/SU will be shown to yield a strict lower bound of

the true result, within any desired pre-speci�ed accuracy. The derived error bounds take into

account the error introduced when the Fox/Glynn algorithm is used for computing Poisson

probabilities, and we will enhance this algorithm to optimize its error bound characteristics.

Implementations of SU and AU that are based on the Fox/Glynn method can bene�t from

these results, since more accurate error bounds can be determined. To demonstrate the

bene�ts of combined AU/SU, we apply it to a machine-repairman model, using a version of

combined AU/SU implemented in UltraSAN , a performance and dependability evaluation

software package.
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I Introduction

When evaluating the dependability of computer systems, one is often interested in tran-

sient measures, that is, measures de�ned over a �nite time interval or at a �nite point

in time. Uniformization (e.g., [11, 18]) is often proposed as a transient solution method

for continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs). The advantages of standard uniformization

(SU) include its numerical stability and the fact that the (inevitable) truncation error can

be made arbitrarily small.

A potential drawback of SU is that a very large number of iterations (i.e., matrix-vector

multiplications) may be needed to achieve a speci�ed accuracy, resulting in a very large

computation time. For example, solution of CTMC models of highly reliable, repairable

systems will be very time consuming if, as is typical, the repair rates are orders of magnitude

higher than failure rates and the time point of interest is on the order of the failure times.

To alleviate this problem, a new variant of uniformization, called \adaptive uniformiza-

tion," has been proposed [19, 21]. In adaptive uniformization (AU), the number of iterations

is reduced by using a uniformization rate that depends on which states can be reached at

di�erent uniformization epochs. In dependability models with greatly di�ering failure and

repair rates, this technique will be pro�table, since starting from a perfectly operating sys-

tem, only \slow" failures can take place. Hence, in early epochs, the uniformization rate will

be much lower than the highest overall rate, thus requiring less jumps. Unfortunately, this

gain is not free, since changing uniformization rates makes the computation of the \jump

probabilities" (i.e., the probability of n; n = 0; 1; : : : ; jumps until time t) more di�cult in

AU compared to SU, where the jump probabilities form a Poisson distribution.

Empirical studies [6] show that AU is bene�cial if the time of interest is not too large.

In this case, AU often requires only a few iterations, where SU would take many iterations,

resulting in several orders of magnitude savings in computation time. However, if the time

of interest increases, SU eventually becomes the computationally superior method, since the

overhead in computing the AU jump probabilities eventually overtakes the computational

gain caused by decreasing the number of iterations.

This paper proposes a method that combines AU and SU, such that the number of

iterations is almost as low as in AU, and the computation of the jump probabilities is about

as e�cient as computing Poisson probabilities in SU. The combined approach is based

on the observation that all states of the Markov process eventually become and remain

reachable in every epoch, and consequently that the uniformization rate in AU will remain

the same as that used in SU from that epoch on. We therefore divide the time interval

under consideration into two parts: an interval in which with a large probability not all

states can be reached, and an interval in which all states can be reached. AU is then

applied to the �rst part, and SU is applied to the second. The \switching time" between

the methods is chosen such that the probability that all states are reachable at that time is

less than some speci�ed value. Since we show that the switching time can be determined in
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a computationally e�cient way, combined AU/SU outperforms both AU and SU for most

models.

Other methods have been proposed to enhance SU (e.g. [2, 11, 20]), and of particular

interest are the methods proposed by Malhotra [14, 15], which also combine transient solvers.

In [15] the time interval is split into two parts, where SU is applied to the �rst part, and an

ordinary di�erential equation solver is applied to the second part of the interval. Depending

on the problem at hand Malhotra's method or the here presented method can be most

suitable, and a future evaluation with regard to issues such as computational complexity,

implementation complexity, error bound properties and integration of the method in [15]

with combined AU/SU is of interest.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briey review

AU and SU. We then formally de�ne combined AU/SU and discuss how to determine the

switching time. In particular, in Section IV, we show that the switching time can be

computed very e�ciently and accurately by using an approximation method proposed by

Yoon and Shanthikumar [22]. We then develop an error bound for the combined method.

In particular, we will show in Section V that the computed transient-state probabilities are

lower than the actual state probabilities, with an arbitrary small error. We also discuss the

inuence of computing Poisson probabilities on the error bound when using the Fox/Glynn

algorithm [9]. The Fox/Glynn algorithm is enhanced in the Appendix to improve its error

bound properties, and the thus obtained results can be used to more precisely determine

a bound on the error in any Fox/Glynn-based implementation of SU and AU. Finally,

having presented the theoretical properties of combined AU/SU, we consider in Section

VI implementation issues and present an application illustrating the merits of combined

AU/SU.

Acronyms

CTMC Continuous-Time Markov Chain
DTMC Discrete-Time Markov Chain
SU Standard Uniformization
AU Adaptive Uniformization
EMR Extended Machine-Repairman Model

Notation

Y = fY (s); s � 0g CTMC de�ned on state space S
Q = (q(i; j)); i; j 2 S In�nitesimal generator matrix for Y
qi = �q(i; i); i 2 S
�(t) State probability vector for Y at time t
� Uniformization rate in SU
X = fXn; n = 0; 1; : : :g DTMC after uniformization of Y
P Transition matrix of X
�(n) State probability vector of X at epoch n
Ls; Rs Left and right truncation point in SU
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�s Bound on error in SU
An Set of active states in X at epoch n
Qn; Pn; �n As Q;P and � above, for epoch n in AU
Un(t) Jump probabilities in AU (Prfn jumps in time tg)
Ra Right truncation point in AU
�a Bound on error in AU
ts Switching time from AU to SU
m Epoch at which uniformization rate converges
�m Converged uniformization rate
�AU=SU Bound on error in combined AU/SU

� Error bound related parameter to determine switching time
B = fB(s); s � 0g; Birth process with rates �0; : : : ; �m
SB = f0; 1; : : : ;m+ 1g State space of B
QB ; �B ; PB ;�B De�ned as for SU, when SU is applied to CTMC B
PB(�B) Stresses the dependence of PB on the chosen �B
tl; tr Last two time points for which Prf� m jumps in AUg is evaluated
�Ps (n) Error bound of computed Poisson probability at iteration n
�as Error bound for SU when computing jump probabilities in AU
K Number of components in EMR
r Repair starts if number of remaining functional components is down to r
 Failure rate of components
p Probability a failure is a hard failure
� Repair rate of hard-failed components
� Repair rate of soft-failed components
� Error bound parameter as input to Fox/Glynn algorithm
�P Recomputed error bound for truncation in Fox/Glynn algorithm
superscript c The computed value of associated variable (di�erent from true value

because of computational error)

II Background

Assumptions

1. A system is modeled as a CTMC, with generator matrix Q, and initial state distribu-

tion vector �(0):

2. We provide an algorithm to compute the transient state distribution function �(t) at

time t.

Let Y = fY (s); s � 0g be a CTMC de�ned on the �nite state space S, and let

Q = (q(i; j)); i; j 2 S, be the in�nitesimal generator matrix of Y , where, for notational

convenience, we de�ne qi = �q(i; i) for i 2 S. Furthermore, let �(0) = (�0(0); �1(0); : : :)

denote the initial probability distribution over S. The objective is to obtain the transient-

state probability vector �(t), with �i(t) = PrfY (t) = ig, i 2 S.
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In SU, the CTMC is decomposed into a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) and a

Poisson process. Let � � maxfqig; i 2 S, be the so-called uniformization rate. Then, the

transition matrix P = I + (1=�)Q de�nes a DTMC X = fXn; n = 0; 1; : : :g, and �(t) is
then equal to

�(t) =
1X
n=0

poim(n; �t)�(n); (1)

where �(n) = �(n� 1)P , for n = 1; 2; : : : ; and �(n = 0) = �(t = 0).

In an actual implementation of SU, the transient state probability vector is computed

as �c(t); where

�
c(t) =

RsX
n=Ls

poimc(n; �t)�(n): (2)

The inherent computational error introduced in (2) is caused by truncation of the in�nite

sum and by computation of the Poisson probabilities, and is such that for some pre-selected

value �s:

�i(t)� �s � �
c
i (t) � �i(t); 8i 2 S and

X
i2S

�
c
i(t) � 1� �s: (3)

In AU [19, 21], the uniformization rate can change with the number of jumps considered,

and depends on the set of states the DTMC X can be in at the epoch. Formally, the set of

active states at epoch n; n = 0; 1; : : :, of X is de�ned as An � S; where

An = fi 2 S j �i(n) > 0g: (4)

Then the \adapted" uniformization rates (\AU rates") are de�ned as �n � maxfqi j i 2 Ang,
for n = 0; 1; : : :. Next, the \adapted" transition matrices are given by

Pn = I +
1

�n
Qn; n = 0; 1; : : : ; (5)

where Qn = (qn(i; j)); i; j 2 S; is the generator matrix Q restricted to the active states at

each epoch, that is,

qn(i; j) =

(
q(i; j) if i 2 An

0 otherwise.

If Un(t) is de�ned to be the probability of n jumps in time t in the birth process formed

by the AU rates �0; �1; : : :, then the transient-state probability vector can be de�ned as [21]

�(t) = �(0)
1X
n=0

Un(t)
n�1Y
i=0

Pi =
1X
n=0

Un(t)�(n); (6)
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where �(n) = �(n� 1)Pn�1; n = 1; 2; : : : ; with �(n = 0) = �(t = 0): As with SU, the sum

is truncated as

�
c(t) =

RaX
n=0

U c
n(t)�(n); (7)

such that

�i(t)� �a � �
c
i (t) � �i(t); 8i 2 S; and

X
i2S

�
c
i (t) � 1� �a; (8)

for some error bound �a.

By allowing a more general (than Poisson) birth process, it is possible to make \larger"

jumps with AU than SU. Thus, for identical �s = �a, truncation of the in�nite sums is

expected to be such that Ra � Rs, potentially resulting in a reduction of computation time.

On the other hand, we know from [6] that the computation of U c
n(t) in (7) is more costly than

the computation of the Poisson probabilities in SU, resulting in a large computation time

for AU if t is large. The next section introduces the combined AU/SU method, designed to

alleviate this problem.

III Combined AU/SU

The objective of the combined approach is to �nd a method that has jumps as long as

those in AU and for which the e�ort of computing the jump probabilities is as low as in SU.

To do this, we observe that in many cases the AU rates in AU no longer change after some

number of iterations m (i.e., for some m, �i = �m for i � m), since all states will typically

eventually become, and remain, active. We speak in this case of a converged uniformization

rate �m. When the rate converges, AU jumps have become of equal length as those in SU,

and there is no further bene�t in applying AU.

The basic idea behind combining AU and SU is that computation of �(t) can be done

in two steps|the computation of �c(ts) given �(0) as the initial distribution, and the

computation of �c(t) starting from �
c(ts) at time ts. This decomposition allows us to

apply AU for the �rst part of the computation, where it is pro�table to do so, and apply

SU for the remaining part, where it is superior to AU. ts will be called the switching time,

and we would like to choose ts such that the probability that more than m jumps are made

in time ts is small. If this is the case, the in�nite sum in AU can be truncated when the

rate converges (an obvious modi�cation of this is discussed in Section VI). So, we must

determine the maximum time point ts; such that the likelihood that the converged rate is

reached is below some probability �, which has to be chosen small enough to obtain the

desired accuracy (in Equation (22) we will see that � must be chosen smaller than the

desired �a).

More precisely, we have the following algorithm for combined AU/SU:
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Algorithm 1 Combined AU/SU

Choose �; �a and �s

Find ts such that

Pm
n=0 Un(ts) � �

Compute �
c(ts) using AU with �(0) as initial state distribution, i.e.,

�
c(ts) =

Pm
n=0 U

c
n(ts)�(n) with �(n = 0) = �(t = 0); and

� and U c
n(ts); n = 0; : : : ;m; such that the error bound is �a, as in (8)

Compute �
c(t) using SU starting from �

c(ts), i.e.,

�
c(t) =

PRs
n=Ls

poimc(n; �(t� ts))�(n) with �(n = 0) = �
c(ts) and

Ls; Rs and poimc(n; �t); n = Ls; : : : ; Rs; such that the error bound is �s,

as in (3)

In Section V, we will make precise the e�ect the choice of �; �a; and �s has on the

total error (which we denote �AU=SU ) incurred in the algorithm, and we compute a bound

in terms of the choice of these parameters. Before doing so, however, we discuss how to

choose the switching time ts given �. E�cient computation of ts is critical for an e�cient

implementation of the combined AU/SU algorithm.

IV Switching Time

The value of ts determines the number of iterations combined AU/SU saves compared

to SU and should therefore be determined so that a gain close to the optimum can be

expected. On the other hand, the computation of the switching time is the main overhead

of combined AU/SU compared with the individual methods, and it is therefore equally

important to compute ts with relatively low computational cost.

Before describing an algorithm to compute the switching time, it is helpful to formally

state the problem. The AU rates f�0; �1; :::; �mg; with �m the converged rate, form a pure

birth process B(t). So, the AU jump probabilities Un(t); n = 0; 1; : : : ; in (7) are transient

state probabilities of the CTMC B(t), de�ned on the state space SB = f0; 1; :::;m + 1g,
with in�nitesimal generator matrix QB = (qB(i; j)); i; j 2 SB ; where qB(i; i + 1) = �i; for

i = 0; 1; :::;m. The diagonal elements of QB are de�ned as usual, and note that the state

i = m + 1 is an absorbing state. In this formulation, identifying the switching time ts

corresponds to �nding the time point for which �B;m+1(ts) = �, starting from �B;0(0) = 1:
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To determine the switching time e�ciently, we use an approximation method described

by Yoon and Shanthikumar ([22], approximation P4). The basic idea is that, if �B is the

uniformization rate and PB(�B) = I + (1=�B)QB , then

�B(t) = �B(0) lim
�B!1

P �Bt
B (�B): (9)

This approximation method is particularly suitable for the problem at hand since the state

space SB of the birth process B(t) equals the number of AU rates, and is therefore usually

very small, typically no larger than 100 states. In the actual implementation, the user can set

a maximum to the number of AU rates considered, so that there is no risk that the computa-

tion of the switching time becomes too expensive. Since SB is small (and PB even is upper

triangular), �ll-in resulting from matrix-matrix products is not a problem, and P 2k
B (�B)

can thus be computed by k matrix-matrix multiplications: P 2
B(�B) = PB(�B)PB(�B),

P 4
B(�B) = P 2

B(�B)P
2
B(�B), P

8
B(�B) = P 4

B(�B)P
4
B(�B), etc. For any l, the probability that

more than m jumps takes place is then given by the element P l
B;(0;m+1)(�B): Using the

result in (9), the time point corresponding to l is t = l=�B . To �nd the switching time, we

thus need to �nd a value of l such that P l
B;(0;m+1)(�B) � �; and then ts = l=�B :

The basic algorithm to do this is given as Algorithm 2. The algorithm straightforwardly

computes powers P 2k
B (�B), k = 1; 2; : : : ; until P 2k

B;(0;m+1)(�B) > �: Then, if P 2k

B;(0;m+1)(�B) >

�AU=SU ; the desired over all accuracy cannot be reached, and so, the algorithm 'back tracks'

and multiplies P 2k�1

B;(0;m+1)(�B) with powers of PB(�B). This procedure is being repeated

until a matrix power l has been found with � � P l
B;(0;m+1)(�B) � �AU=SU : The algorithm

then exits the While-loop and approximates the switching time by an interpolation.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for determining switching time

Select �B;

PB = I + QB

�B
;

A = PB;
B = PB;
tl = 0;
power = 1;
steppower = 1;
prob = 0;
While (prob < �) f

prob =
Pm+1

j=0 A(0; j)B(j;m + 1);

if (prob > �AU=SU) f
(a) Adjust �B;

B = PB;
steppower = 1;
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g
A = A � B;

power = power + steppower;
if (prob < �) f

B = B �B;

steppower = 2 � steppower;
g

g
tl = tl + (1=�B) � (power � steppower);
tr = tl + (1=�B) � power;
ts = interpolate(tl; tr);

Interpolation is required because Algorithm 2 results in two time points tl and tr

such that the highest of them gives � � �B;m+1(tr) � �AU=SU ; while the lower one gives

�B;m+1(tl) � �. Using these two points, the interpolation function approximates the time

point ts for which �B;m+1(ts) � �. Experimental results suggest that an accurate interpo-

lation is possible assuming a linear relationship between the logarithm of the error bound

�B;m+1(t) and the logarithm of the time point t (the theory of distributions of extremes

provides an explanation for this phenomenon [1]). We also note that adjusting �B , given tl,

in line (a) can be bene�cial, since ts can be estimated based on the results so far. Given this

estimate of ts one adjusts �B to make it more likely that the algorithm gets close to ts us-

ing matrix-matrix multiplication of PB(�B): It is important to note that combined AU/SU

does not break down if the estimate of ts is not precise. Independent of the precision in

computing ts, AU can be performed over the interval [0; ts] and the actually introduced

error will be computed along the way.

V Error Bound

One of the attractive properties of both AU and SU is that the computed result is a

lower bound of the true result and can be assured to be within any prede�ned error tolerance

�. In this section, we show that a similar result holds for combined AU/SU. Speci�cally,

if �a is the error bound in the AU part, and �s in the SU part, then the bound �AU=SU on

the total error in combined AU/SU will be shown to be �AU=SU = �a + �s � �a�s. We note

that we only consider truncation and normalization errors and do not consider rounding

errors caused by the limits of machine accuracy. We refer to Grassmann [12], and references

therein, for analysis of round-o� errors.

The SU part in combined AU/SU computes �c(t) starting from �
c(ts) computed in the

AU part. To derive error bound properties for combined AU/SU, one has to investigate

how the error in �c(ts) (caused by AU) propagates through the SU part to the �nal result.

We �rst derive the error bound for the sum of all state probabilities, and from this result,

the error bound for individual elements follows directly.
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Starting with the error bound �a for �
c(ts), as in (20), it can immediately be seen that

at epoch 1 in the SU part

X
i2S

�ci (1) =
X
i2S

X
j2S

�cj(0)p(j; i) =
X
j2S

�cj(ts) � 1� �a: (10)

This holds for all iterations in SU, that is, for n = 0; 1; � � � ; Rs;

X
i2S

�ci (n) � 1� �a:

From (2) and (3) it follows that Ls; Rs and poim
c(n; �(t�ts)) are such that

PRs
n=Ls

poimc(n; �(t�
ts)) � 1� �s: So, we �nd in the SU part that

X
i2S

RsX
n=Ls

poimc(n; �(t� ts))�
c
i (n) �

RsX
n=Ls

poimc(n; �(t� ts))(1� �a) � (1� �s)(1� �a): (11)

So, the total error bound �AU=SU is given by

�AU=SU = 1� (1� �s)(1� �a) = �a + �s � �a�s; (12)

and we obtain

�ci (t) � �i(t) � �ci (t) + �AU=SU ; 8i 2 S; and (13)

X
i2S

�ci (t) � 1� �AU=SU : (14)

We note that the result in (13) for the individual elements can be derived in a straightforward

manner from (14). Using a similar reasoning as in the derivation of (10), it follows from

�ci (ts) � �i(ts);8i 2 S; that �ci (t) � �i(t);8i 2 S. In words this means that all errors are

positive, and thus the individual errors in all states are less than or equal to the summed

error �AU=SU in (14). So, it follows directly from (14) that �i(t) � �ci (t) + �AU=SU in (13).

The above results for the error bound can be extended to the case that the original time

interval is divided into an arbitrary number of N intervals [0; t1]; [t1; t2]; :::; [tN�1; t], using

any uniformization method for the individual subintervals. This is suggested in [13] and

has an application in phased-mission reliability models [7]. Note that our derivation for the

accumulated error is more precise than the related one given in [4, 13].

Given the error �AU=SU , we need bounds for �a in AU and �s in SU, respectively.

Since bounds in the literature are some times imprecise in that the computation of the

jump/Poisson probabilities is not considered, we derive accurate expressions for �a and �s

in the next two subsections.
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A Expression for �s

Most recent implementations of SU use an algorithm developed by Fox and Glynn [9] to

compute the required Poisson probabilities (see [3, 10] for variations that have been used).

In the Fox/Glynn algorithm, the relative values of the needed Poisson probabilities (those

between Ls and Rs) are computed exactly, but absolute values of the Poisson probabilities

require normalization, thus introducing a "normalization error." In this section we show

how to carry out the normalization such that SU gives a lower bound for the true result,

and give an expression of the error bound in SU in terms of both the truncation and

normalization error.

Let Ls and Rs in (2) be such that

RsX
n=Ls

poim(n; �t) � 1� 0:5�s: (15)

To guarantee that the computed Poisson probabilities are smaller than the true probabilities,

we normalize the computed Poisson probabilities to 1 � 0:5�s, i.e.,
PRs

n=Ls
poimc(n; �t) =

1 � 0:5�s. To determine the resulting error in SU, we use that the following relation exists

between the computed and true Poisson probabilities:

poimc(n; �t) =
poim(n; �t)PRs

k=Ls
poim(k; �t)

(1� 0:5�s): (16)

Now, for all iterations n; n = Ls; : : : ; Rs; introduce

�Ps (n) = 0:5�s
poim(n; �t)PRs

k=Ls
poim(k; �t)

; (17)

and, hence,
PRs

n=Ls
�Ps (n) = 0:5�s: Then it follows from (15), (16) and (17) that at the n-th

iteration

poimc(n; �t) � poim(n; �t) � poim(n; �t)PRs
k=Ls

poim(k; �t)
= poimc(n; �t) + �Ps (n):

So, for all i 2 S; it follows that

�ci (t) =
RsX

n=Ls

poimc(n; �t)�i(n) �
RsX

n=Ls

(poim(n; �t)� �Ps (n))�i(n) � (18)

RsX
n=Ls

poim(n; �t)�i(n)�
RsX

n=Ls

�Ps (n) =
RsX

n=Ls

poim(n; �t)�i(n)� 0:5�s � �i(t)� �s;
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where the last inequality, which reects the truncation error, follows from (1) and (15). So,

truncation and normalization together result in a error bound �s, such that

�ci (t) � �i(t) � �ci (t) + �s: (19)

By summing over i in the �rst equality in (18), we also obtain directly thatX
i2S

�ci (t) � 1� �s: (20)

The result computed in this way is a lower bound on the true probabilities and has a

true error bound �s, as in (3). In the Appendix, we show that the normalization error can

be made smaller by normalizing the Poisson probabilities to a larger value than 1 � 0:5�s,

while still assuring that the �nal result of SU is a lower bound of the true state probabilities.

B Expression for �a

In AU, the jump probabilities are best computed using SU [19, 21]. In that case, let �as
be the bound on the error in the computation of Un(t) by means of SU. Then we see from

(19) that, for n = 0; 1; : : : ;m:

U c
n(t) � Un(t) � U c

n(t) + �as :

Moreover, for the sum of all jump probabilities we have, from (20), that

mX
n=0

U c
n(t) �

mX
n=0

Un(t) �
mX
n=0

U c
n(t) + �as :

In addition to the error in the jump probabilities, we have to consider the error caused

by right truncation at Ra iterations. With Ra = m; and with truncation error � (that is,Pm
n=0 Un(t) � 1� �), we obtain that

X
i2S

�ci (t) =
mX
n=0

U c
n(t)
X
i2S

�i(n) =
mX
n=0

U c
n(t) �

mX
n=0

Un(t)� �as � 1� � � �as :

Hence, since �ci (t) � �i(t) for all i 2 S; we have that

�ci (t) � �i(t) � �ci (t) + � + �as ; (21)

and, hence, the error bound �a in AU is

�a = � + �as : (22)

Note that the � that has to be chosen in Algorithm 2 is identical to the truncation error �

in this expression. In Algorithm 2 we thus must have that � < �a; for some �a < �AU=SU :

In conclusion, the obtained error bound for AU in (22) and for SU in (19) can be

plugged into (12) to obtain the bound on the error inherent in combined AU/SU. In the

implementation, the di�erent error bound parameters can be tuned such that maximal

computational gain is obtained, an issue further discussed in Section VI.B.
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VI Practical Considerations and Example

To illustrate the practical considerations and bene�ts of applying combined AU/SU, we

apply the method to an extended machine-repairman model (EMR model), also used in

[6, 8] as an example of a computationally intensive Markov model. The results we present

have been obtained from the implementation of combined AU/SU in the performance and

dependability evaluation software package UltraSAN [17]. Using this package, one can

specify large Markov models in the form of relatively compact stochastic activity networks

[16], for which UltraSAN automatically generates the underlying CTMC. We �rst describe

the EMR model and then discuss computational results.

A Extended Machine-Repairman Model

We consider an EMR model with K components, all with the same failure rate, .

There are two classes of failure, hard (i.e., hard to repair) and soft (i.e., easy to repair),

where the probability of a failure being soft is p and of its being hard is 1 � p. Repair

is delayed until only r components remain functional. The failure and repair times are all

negative exponentially distributed random variables with rates  (for failures), � (for repairs

of hard-failed components), and � (for repairs of soft-failed components). Each component

has independent repair capability, and repair continues until all units are operational. For

highly reliable systems, repair time is small relative to inter-failure time, that is, ��  and

� � .

The basic model we consider has K = 200 components, and repair is initiated when

only r = 100 components are still functioning. The other parameters for the basic model

are  = 1, � = 100, � = 80, and p = 0:5. (When other parameter values are chosen, we

will mention these individually.) We are interested in the reliability of the system, with the

system considered to have failed if all of the components have failed. The state with all

components down is thus taken to be an absorbing state. This reliability model has 25,150

states, and the AU rates when the initial state corresponds to all components functioning

are given in Table 1.

It follows from Table 1 that, for the considered model, the AU part (before the converged

rate is reached) would take 201 jumps, with rates �0 to �200; and that the uniformization

rate in the SU part would be � = 19,901. However, we do not expect much gain from

jumps in the AU part with a rate close to the SU uniformization rate, and we therefore

do not consider AU rates in the AU part that are larger than a certain fraction of the

SU uniformization rate. This will save computation when computing the switching time,

and for the example, we choose only to consider the rates �0 to �99. In the UltraSAN

implementation, a parameter is present that speci�es the fraction of the maximum rate we

consider to be converged and hence not perform AU on.

13



Table 1: Adaptive uniformization rates for the EMR model with K = 200 and r = 100.

Rate Expression Value

�0 K 200

�1 (K � 1) 199

�2 (K � 2) 198

� � � � � � � � �
�99 (r + 1) 101

�100 (K � r)� + r 10,100

�101 (K � r + 1)� + (r � 1) 10,199

� � � � � � � � �
�199 (K � 1)� +  19,901

�200 (K � 2)� + �+  19,081

�201 (K � 1)� +  19,901

�202 (K � 1)� +  19,901

� � � � � � � � �

B Dividing Error Tolerance Between AU and SU

The switching time depends on the value chosen for the error bound parameter � in

Algorithm 2. The value of � inuences the over all error �AU=SU via �a = � + �as (see

(22)) and �AU=SU = �a + �s � �a�s (see (12)). Assuming that �as is small relative to � (the

computation of the jump probabilities in AU can be done very accurately without much

cost), and neglecting the term �a�s, we see that �a � � and �s � �AU=SU � �. In other

words, for given �AU=SU ; the choice of � determines the accuracy needed in the AU part

and the SU part, respectively, and it is of interest to see what division of error tolerance if

computationally optimal.

The curve in Figure 1 shows the number of iterations in the SU part for di�erent values

of the error parameter �, given that �AU=SU = 10�6. In other words, the horizontal axis

corresponds to the error bound �a in the AU part, and the accuracy in the SU part equals

10�6 � �a. The combination of two oppositely operating e�ects explains the shape of the

curve. On the one hand, allowing �a to increase makes that the switching time increases,

which makes that less SU iterations will be necessary. On the other hand, increasing �a

implies a tighter error bound �s in SU, which makes that more iterations are required in SU.

Based on Figure 1, we conclude that �a � 0:9 � �AU=SU is close to optimal. We therefore

use the `allocation factor' of 0.9 to derive the results that follow, meaning that we allocate

90% of the allowable error to the AU part and 10% to the SU part.
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Figure 1: Error bound AU part versus number of iterations in SU part.
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Figure 3: Number of iterations in SU, AU and combined AU/SU for small time values.
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C Computational Complexity

For the EMR model with K = 200 and r = 100, and a total error bounded by �AU=SU =

10�6, the required number of iterations for SU, AU and combined AU/SU is given in Figures

2 and 3, and the computation time is given in Figure 4.

Figure 2 is the only �gure in this section with results on a linear scale. It shows that the

number of iterations in combined AU/SU is close to the number in AU, while the number

in SU is considerably higher. The switching time for the model is ts = 0:406: For values of

t less than the switching time, only AU is used, and the number of iterations is at most the

number of AU rates (i.e., 100, in the current example). Since the number of iterations in

SU is known to be an almost linear function of the product of time t and the uniformization

rate � = 19,901, SU requires about 0.406 � 19,901 - 101 = 7,980 iterations more than

combined AU/SU. This di�erence between SU and combined AU/SU roughly equals the

almost constant amount of saved iterations for increasing t visible in Figure 2.

The number of iterations in AU is slightly less than in combined AU/SU. This is due

to two facts. First, the two separate truncation requirements in the AU and SU parts of

combined AU/SU are stricter than a single requirement over the whole interval, as in AU.

Second, AU will not reach the highest rate until the probability of more than 100 jumps is

greater than �AU=SU ; while combined AU/SU switches to SU when this probability exceeds

0:9� �AU=SU : To show this e�ect, Figure 3 focuses on the smaller time values and shows the

number of iterations on a logarithmic scale. The curves show that the number of iterations

of combined AU/SU starts increasing for t > ts, while in AU the number of iterations starts

increasing from a slightly higher point in time. We conclude however that, compared to

AU, the extra number of iterations required in combined AU/SU is minimal.

Figure 4 plots the used CPU time for the example. This and all runs were made on an

HP 715/64 workstation, using the implementation of AU, SU, and combined AU/SU made

in UltraSAN. The times reported are iteration times and do not include the time to read

in the matrix from disk, since that is independent of the method used. The computational

overhead in combined AU/SU consists of determining the switching time according to Al-

gorithm 2, as well as the computation of the jump probabilities in the AU part of combined

AU/SU.

For this example, the overhead of computing the jump probabilities takes only about

2% away from the gain of computing fewer matrix-vector multiplications (MVMs), and we

see therefore in Figure 4 for large t a savings of between 15 and 20 CPU minutes. Note that

the savings of combined AU/SU compared to SU will be about the same for any t > ts: The

next example shown has much greater savings, but the important conclusion to be drawn

from Figure 4 is that the overhead of computing the switching time is minor when the AU

part consists of about 100 jumps or less.
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Figure 5: Inuence of speci�ed error bound �AU=SU on computation time.

D Factors Inuencing Computation Time

If one applies combined AU/SU to some model, several factors will inuence the possible

savings obtained with combined AU/SU: the value of the switching time, the cost of com-

puting the switching time, and the cost of the MVM every uniformization iteration. The

value of the switching time depends on the AU rates and on the speci�ed error parameters,

the cost of computing the switching time largely depends on the size of the matrices on

which Algorithm 2 operates, and the cost of the MVMs is mainly determined by the size

of the state space. To investigate these factors, we consider several variations of the exper-

iments described in the previous subsection. Figure 5 shows the inuence of the speci�ed

error bound �AU=SU on the CPU time consumed. We take values for �AU=SU of 10�6; 10�8,

and 10�10; while �a = 0:9� �AU=SU : A higher accuracy causes the switching time to shift to

the left, thus reducing the computational gain of combined AU/SU. For �AU=SU = 10�6, the

switching time computed with Algorithm 2 is ts = 0:406; for �AU=SU = 10�8; ts = 0:367; and

for �AU=SU = 10�10; ts = 0:335: The cost of computing the switching time, which depends

on the number of iterations in Algorithm 2, are 20, 23, and 24 CPU seconds, respectively,

for these three error bounds. In all cases, the cost of computing the switching time is in-

signi�cant compared to the obtained savings in MVMs. We can conclude from Figure 5 that

although ts shifts to the left, combined AU/SU remains worthwhile when high accuracies

are needed.

Figure 6 shows the inuence of the state-space size on the computational gain, as well

as the inuence of the number of rates in the AU part on the overhead of computing
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Figure 6: Inuence of state-space size on computation time.

the switching time. For three di�erent EMR models, with K = 20 and r = 10; with

K = 200 and r = 100; and with K = 400 and r = 200; the CPU time is given, for all

three uniformization methods, with the error bounded by 10�6. The size of these models

is 265 states, 25,150 states, and 100,300 states, respectively, and the maximum outgoing

rate (which equals the SU uniformization rate) of the models is 1,901, 19,901, and 39,901,

respectively. The number of considered AU rates are 10, 100, and 200, and the switching

times turn out to be equal to ts = 0.091, 0.406, and 0.480, respectively. The overhead of

computing the switching time varies from about 0.1 seconds for the smallest model to 20

seconds for the mid-size model and 285 CPU seconds for the largest model.

The main conclusion to be drawn from Figure 6 is that, irrespective of the amount

of overhead in computing the switching time, combined AU/SU is superior to SU for all

investigated state space sizes and time values. Note that for the largest model the savings

are about 5 hours of CPU time. For time points smaller than ts, AU is superior, but for

larger time points, AU becomes far too expensive. Since one does not know the switching

time beforehand, combined AU/SU is the more attractive method, especially since it is not

much more expensive than AU for small time values. It is also important to note that one

usually is interested in a set of time points, in which case the computational complexity is

dominated by the largest time point considered. Hence, if the largest considered time point

is larger than the switching time, combined AU/SU is the preferred method.
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Appendix: Accurate Normalization of Poisson Probabilities

Notation In this appendix we propose an enhancement of the Fox/Glynn method for com-

puting Poisson probabilities [9]. The enhancement aims at accurately approximating the

truncation error, thus establishing a stricter bound for the error in SU, AU and combined

AU/SU.

The algorithm to compute Poisson probabilities as proposed by Fox and Glynn computes

left and right truncation points Ls and Rs depending on the speci�ed accuracy �, such that

RsX
n=Ls

poim(n; �t) � 1� �; (23)

and computes \scaled" Poisson probabilities between Ls and Rs. Given the scaled values, a

normalization is carried out to approximate the absolute values of the Poisson probabilities.

In Fox and Glynn's method normalization to 1 is carried out, but this does not give a lower

bound for the transient-state probabilities. In Section V.A, we showed that normalization

to 1 � � guarantees that the computed Poisson probabilities are smaller than the actual

Poisson probabilities and, when used in SU, give a guaranteed lower bound of 2� on the

computed measure. We now show that, given the values of Ls and Rs for some �, it is

possible to provide a better estimate of the actual probability mass present between the

two truncation points, normalize accordingly, and still obtain a guaranteed lower bound.

An earlier version of this normalization approach was developed by Diener [5].

To estimate the sum of the Poisson probabilities between the two truncation points Ls

and Rs, we use the following results from Fox and Glynn [9]:

poif(Ls � 1; �t) � gauf(
b�c � Ls � 1=2p

�
); (24)

and

poifc(Rs + 1; �t) � gauf(
Rs � b�c � 1=2p

2�
): (25)

To simplify the computation of these terms, the above integrals can themselves be bounded

by using that

gauf(x) � gaud(x)

x
; (26)
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Table 2: Speci�ed error bound 0:5�s, resulting Ls and Rs, and the improved normalization

error bound �P .

0:5�s �P Ls Rs

10�4 1:9 � 10�5 20366 21972
10�5 4:0 � 10�7 20221 21972
10�6 4:0 � 10�7 20221 21972
10�7 1:3 � 10�9 20076 22177
10�8 1:3 � 10�9 20076 22177
10�9 1:8� 10�12 19932 22381
10�10 1:8� 10�12 19932 22381
10�11 1:8� 10�12 19932 22381
10�12 8:4� 10�16 19787 22586

with error less than gaud(x)=x3 for x > 0.

We de�ne �P as the sum of the two bounds given in the right hand side of (24) and (25),

and normalize the Poisson probabilities such that

RsX
n=Ls

poimc(n; �t) = 1� �P : (27)

Typically, �P < �, but in any case, the minimum of the two can be taken for normalization.

From Section V.A we know that the total error in SU constitutes of a truncation error and

a normalization error. The normalization error using (27) equals �P , and we also know that

the truncation error will not exceed �P . Hence, we obtain as total error bound �s in SU:

�s = �P + �P = 2�P � 2�: (28)

Note that in Section V.A, � was taken to be � = 0:5�s. Table 2 illustrates that orders of

magnitude improvement on the error bound can be achieved when normalizing to 1 � �P

instead of 1 � 0:5�s. Table 2 should be read as follows. For given � = 0:5�s in column 1,

the belonging Ls and Rs from (15) or (23) are given in column 3 and 4. Normalizing to

1� 0:5�s would give a total error in SU of �s, while normalizing to 1� �P would give a total

error of 2�P , which is typically far smaller.

A �nal remark is in place about the error introduced if the Poisson probabilities are

normalized to 1, as is done in most implementations. In that case, error bound results for

SU can be derived in a way similar to the derivation in Section V.A:

(1� �) �ci (t) � �i(t) � �
c
i (t) + �; 8i 2 S; (29)

if Ls and Rs are such that (23) holds. Similar as in (28), � in (29) can be substituted by

�P , if one is willing to make the e�ort of computing �P by the method given above. It is
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important to note that when normalizing to 1, the computed Poisson probabilities are larger

than the actual Poisson probabilities, and the bounds are no longer strict lower bounds,

as can be seen directly from (29). This is sometimes an undesirable property, for example,

in reliability computation; in that case, the normalization proposed in this Appendix is

preferred.
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